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Extending the Impact of Technovation on Armenian 
School Girls
The Technovation Project Team: Justin Cheng, Alyssa Mesaros, Brianna Owen, Lucas Sacherer
NAME OR LOGO 2
The STEM gender disparity is prevalent around the world
16.7% of 
specialists in 







of Commerce 19% of engineers 
in Canada, 
Germany, and the 
US are women.
-UNESCO
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The gender gap persists in Armenia’s ICT sector
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Technovation Armenia has made great progress since its 
introduction
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Continued engagement is vital to the program’s success
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Identify opportunities to further motivate and support 
the Technovation girls to continue the development of 
their personal, professional, and technical skills


















Investigation of Technovation Armenia and Other Organizations
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In our investigation we made contact with...
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In our investigation we made contact with...




Synthesis and Validation of Recommendations and 
Implementation Plans
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Findings & Recommendations 
16
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The sudden growth of Technovation Armenia has led the 
program to experience typical growing pains
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Recommended Organizational Structure 
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Customized maturity model for Technovation Armenia












A Mentor Community of Practice will reduce high administrative 
workload and foster mentor growth
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Connecting professionals with the teams through an ideation 






















A centralized resource pool will provide all participants with 
the same opportunities and resources for continuation
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Workshop
A Networking Workshop will provide the skills to expand the 
networks of the Technovation Armenia community








The Alumni Facebook group will provide Technovation with 
the foundation to build their alumni community










Evaluating the performance of Technovation will allow for 
continuous program improvement
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A pilot program could introduce Active Learning to the weekly 
classes in 2020








A pilot program could introduce Active Learning to the weekly 
classes in 2020
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A cost-impact chart was created to organize our 
implementations
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A resource and funding prospectus was provided to our 
sponsor 

















The combination of the following recommendations will form 


















United Armenian Volunteer League
Embry Tech
Hero House








The WPI Technovation Project Team
gr-techgirls-d19@wpi.edu
